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SYNOPSIS
Set in the home of a struggling but hopeful working-class family, six
drama-packed episodes chart the rise of high school rugby stars,
Mana and Tai. Two brothers, one dream. Under the guidance of their
step-father coach Vince and police officer mum Renee, the boys fight
to achieve the ‘Kiwi’ dream of the black jersey. But will the game of
rugby bring this whanau together or tear them apart forever?
Mana and Tai Roberts are star players of Southdown High School’s

First XV, which under the guidance of their step-father and coach Vince
O’Kane, has just made it into Auckland’s premiere tournament, the 1A.
Stakes are high – the struggling, low-decile school desperately needs a
win. But the team takes a blow when Christian Deering – Southdown

High First XV captain and Mana’s best friend – is poached by their bitter rivals, wealthy neighbouring private school Saint Isaac’s
College. This sets in motion an all-out war between the two schools.
As the bad blood spills over, Mana and Tai’s mum Renee has to deal with the brawls – she’s the local cop and she’s starting to get
sick of rugby and the trouble it brings. She’s already trying to raise her sons, and her daughter Aria, who lives in the shadow of her
rugby-playing brothers. And as if that’s not enough, big-hearted Renee opens her home to troubled solo-mother Gabrielle and her
rebellious son Riley, to help them cope with a tragedy. Now Renee has a full house – and a husband who seems to only be able to
focus on what’s happening on the field, instead of in his own whare.
Set mostly in the home of a struggling but energetic, vibrant young working-class family, six drama-packed episodes will culminate
in the all-important 1A final – Southdown High versus Saint Isaac’s College, where we will find out whether the game of rugby can
bring whanau and community together… Or might everything just fall apart?

MUSINGS FROM
TIM WORRALL
CO-CREATOR, WRITER AND DIRECTOR

Kiaora tātou. What an exciting place to be with Head High. Six great episode full of the authentic, emotional, entertaining stories we
had all hoped for at the beginning of this journey. Not that it’s been all plain-sailing – but perhaps overturning the comfortable and
familiar was supposed to be.
A huge mihi has to go to Head High Producer, Rachel Jean, who has been consistently courageous in engaging inexperienced
voices (mine included) that reflected the world of the show and then supporting us within the well-oiled South Pacific Pictures
infrastructure. Rachel’s commitment included the creation of a majority Māori production team and crew and an all brown (or beige
in my case) directors team.
I also want to give a massive mihi to my co-head writer Kate McDermott who did so much of the heavy lifting on the scripting of
Head High and was responsible for getting us to a place where our broadcaster could confidently commit to production.
Making a rugby drama-series in New Zealand is overdue. For better or worse, rugby has played a particularly influential role in the
identity of our country and has been the arena in which many of our nation’s central conflicts play out. It also continues to inspire
the hopes and dreams (and disappointments) of many New Zealand boys and girls who aspire to rugby success. As a coach of my
sons’ rugby teams I have seen first-hand how early the pressures of potential professional careers can impact young lives in our
country. And what a great source of dramatic material the Auckland 1A secondary rugby school competition continues to be - often
out-stripping our fictional contrivances during the writing of Head High.
While the world of secondary school rugby has been the rough canvas of our production, we early on committed to creating a
production that celebrated the thousands of everyday working families who are the real heart and soul of rugby in this country and
the awesome women at the centre of those whānau.
Our first week of storylining was built around a couple of mates of mine – a real world couple who had put their familiar provincial
lives on the line to move up to Auckland and follow their dreams. Their oldest boy had received a rugby scholarship to Auckland
Grammar School and my mate had the sniff of an opportunity to be more involved with the Warriors NRL Club. Their generosity in
sharing their real-world dilemmas and challenges established a gritty and positive wairua for Head High to grow from.
A couple of years later and their son is playing for the AGS 1st XV, my mate is coaching a Warriors age group team but, fantastically,
it is his wife who has been the biggest success story, bravely stepping up to become the main breadwinner and finding herself
Group Manager Māori Economy at one of our most important Government agencies.
Like their story, Head High’s long development has grown from a male-centric world of rugby to a dynamic, female-driven
celebration of what-can-be when we embrace what is vital and real in a genuinely collaborative way.
Mauri ora ki a tātou katoa.
Tim Worrall

THE WHANAU

RENEE O’KANE –
MIRIAMA MCDOWELL

Renee is the driving force in her family - the breadwinner, the
organiser, the mother, the stay-up-late-until-its-done gal. Renee
is happily married to rugby-mad Vince, with whom she is raising
two sons, Mana, Tai, and daughter, Aria.
As a child, Renee learnt self-discipline from her hardworking
parents. Growing up, Renee achieved highly in school sports and
was a natural selection for leadership roles. Academically capable, she ultimately lacked the role models to aspire to university.
Despite the fact that she’s a super-Māori-mum, doing it all and never complaining, there is also a vein of unruly wilfulness and
spontaneous passion buried behind Renee’s respectable public personae. Occasionally she’ll harness this wild energy when a show
of force is required in her role as a Senior Police Constable. And when she’s tired (like all the time) or under stress, this energy will
sometimes cause her to be excessively impatient (she packs a pretty mean eye-roll) and direct (she prefers stabbing people in the
front rather than the back).
However, Renee recognises her own fieriness is inherited from a long line of powerful women and appreciates that at some point the
nagging voice inside that demands ‘more out of life’ will need to find expression.
Renee also reminds herself that it was this wild part of her character that led her into the passionate but ultimately disastrous
relationship with Jesse Roberts, the birth father of her two boys. The desperate aftermath of Jesse’s departure to Sydney, when
20-year-old Renee faced an uncertain future as a single-mother of two boys under 3-years-old, left her with a steely determination
to make better choices in life partners and to ensure she had the financial where-with-all to provide a stable life for her children.
Stability and support came in the form of Vince. His steady, loving influence and easy acceptance of a shared care-giver role helped
Renee’s decision to enter the police force especially with its short training window and steady pay.
When we meet her, Renee lives a life completely devoted to her family. But as her children develop into their own independent
adulthoods, her own ambitions and desires are pushing themselves closer to the surface.
‘

MIRIAMA MCDOWELL
Miriama McDowell’s screen arrival was affirmed by a trio of roles in 2005: her awardnominated turn in Toa Fraser film No. 2, a policewoman on TV’s Interrogation, and a

starring role in anthology series Taonga.

Since then the Toi Whakaari graduate has co-starred in a score of TV series and tele-

features including This is Not My Life, mini-series Hope and Wire, Waitangi: What really

happened?, Stolen, Find me a Māori Bride, Auckland Daze, The Brokenwood Mysteries,

Outrageous Fortune and Shortland Street. She’s also appeared in numerous feature

films including Mahana, Dean Spanley, The Dark Horse and the critically acclaimed

Waru. In 2015 she won a Moa Award for her role in the film The Great Maiden’s Blush.
As a theatre actor, she has worked with some of Aotearoa’s most acclaimed playwrights,
including Hone Kouka (The Prophet), Miria George (The Vultures) and Albert Belz (Te

Karakia). She was on stage most recently for the sold-out season of Burn Her. Along

with Rob Mokaraka and Jason Te Kare, she wrote Cellfish, which opened the Auckland
Arts Festival in March 2017. McDowell also works as an intimacy coordinator for
television series, offering support and guidance for actors.

VINCE O’KANE –

CRAIG HALL

Vince O’Kane is one of the lucky ones who has found his life’s
purpose - to develop good young New Zealanders through the
best, most egalitarian, most communal, most beautiful, most
spiritual, most Kiwi game in the world. Quidditch!! (Jokes –
talking about Rugby of course).
Ironically, Vince’s Seafarers Union dad never touched a rugby
ball in his life. Unfortunately he passed away when Vince was still a baby and it was left to Vince’s socialist single mother to raise him
in affordable South Auckland. With no father or uncles, Vince had to discover his sense of masculinity and mate-ship via acceptance
into the Southdown High School 1st XV. The sense of team, of going to war for something larger than yourself, of standing shoulder
to shoulder with your friends, of making a community proud – these were the thoughts and feelings that most inspired and informed
teenage Vince O’Kane even after a back injury curtailed any hopes he might have had of a representative career.
Well that, and his long-standing love for friend and class mate Renee. After a short awkward high school ‘relationship’, Vince’s heart
was put through the meat grinder when Renee dumped him and picked up with Vince’s best friend, 1st XV hero, Jesse Roberts.
Vince was a by-stander to this hot and steamy relationship in the last year of their schooling during which Renee quickly fell
pregnant. Out of respect for his two friends Vince buried his own lingering feelings towards Renee and solo-navigated his own pain
and disappointment.
Then as Renee and Jesse’s relationship fell apart, Vince provided the support and sympathy Renee desperately needed while
somehow managing to also remain James’ best friend. And if there was a hint of self-interest when Vince supported Jesse decision
to leave for Sydney – who could blame him? He’d waiting long enough for Renee and had already done much more of the parenting
of Jesse’s two baby boys than Jesse! With Jesse’s absence it didn’t take long for the love between Renee and Vince to blossom once
again. Their past relationship, as well as Vince’s steadiness, kindness and natural love for her children added to Renee’s trust in him.
Their growing relationship was soon cemented with the arrival of their own biological child, daughter Aria. Renee is Vince’s soulmate if there is such a thing, and she and his kids are the only thing in his life more important than rugby.
As a coach, Vince is quiet, steady, kind but firm – maybe a little bit of a push-over. He doesn’t have his wife’s fiery nature, but if he
thinks his precious team are under threat, the lion can definitely roar.

CRAIG HALL
Craig Hall’s screen career kicked into gear with a lead role as a proud Westie in 2000
movie Savage Honeymoon.

Since then he’s gone on to become one of NZ’s most hard-working actors with roles

which include TV movie Bloodlines, for which he won an AFTA- Best Performance by

a Supporting Actor and the award-winning tele-feature In Dark Places and on-going

roles in The Strip, Outrageous Fortune and various Australian TV dramas including A

Place to Call Home and Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries.

His movie credits include Pete’s Dragon, The Hobbit films, Nerve, Boy, Eagle VS Shark,

The World’s Fastest Indian, King Kong, Show of Hands, The Devil’s Rock and more.

MANA ROBERTS –

JAYDEN DANIELS

Classic oldest child, Mana, 17, is the responsible kid of his close
family.
He is the son of Vince and Renee and has a younger brother,
Tai, 16, and sister Āria, 15. His estranged birth father is Rugby
League star Jesse Roberts, but Mana doesn’t like to talk about
him much. He was only little but he remembers a little of the

pain left behind when Jesse took off, and so his attitude to his biological dad is pretty much the same as his mum’s – that he was
just a sperm donor, nothing more. Mana is staunchly loyal to the dad that raised him – Vince O’Kane (who also happens to be his
rugby coach).
Thus far Mana has lived a life happily conforming to the even-handed dictates and expectations of his parents – be a good boy, do
well at school, commit to your sport (as long as it’s rugby) and be a team player (as long as the team is Southdown High School 1st
XV). Mana is a strong and steady second five eighth with the ability to slot in at first five if needed. He has capable leadership skills
however a streak of shyness can make him a slightly awkward captain when asked to step up. Luckily he has best friend, Christian
Deering to shoulder the burden of alpha-player. With his happy upbringing and natural gifts Mana has never really been truly tested
under-fire.
Although Mana and his brother occasionally get into trouble or test the boundaries, Mana has a strong sense of right and wrong.
He is protective of his whanau, loves his little sister, and is proud of his school. Sure he knows they’re the underdogs but he’d never
want to play for anyone else.

JAYDEN DANIELS
Jayden Daniels had no time to rest on his laurels after finishing drama school in 2014,
it was only a matter of months between finishing at Toi Whakaari and moving to

Auckland, that he gained his role on Shortland Street, going to become one of the
show’s most popular characters, Curtis Hannah.
Since leaving Shortland Street in 2018, he’d had roles in two series of The New

Adventures of Monkey and has starred in the acclaimed theatre show Nga Puke. He’ll

next be heard as the voice of one of the lead characters in the animated series The

Exceptional Squad.

TAI ROBERTS –
LIONEL WELLINGTON

Tai – full name Tai-whakatū-tira-hou (The Tide that Raises the
New Mast) – 16 and athletic, is the cheeky, cocky middle-child
of his family. His parents are Vince and Renee O’Kane. He has
an older brother Mana, 17, and a younger sister Aria, 15. His
estranged birth father is Rugby League star Jesse Roberts.
Tai’s natural confidence can sometimes spill over into
selfishness and arrogance but it also makes him an expressive and sharp-witted young man, unafraid to speak his mind. Much of
Tai’s character has been informed by his struggle to find the spotlight away from the shadow of his popular older brother, Mana.
Consequently, Tai will often talk a bigger game than he actually walks. He is also vain and easily outdoes his sister Aria in hours
spent grooming. (He has unwittingly inherited many of these traits from his birth father, Jesse Roberts).
Fullback for the Southdown High 1st XV, Tai is a talented rugby player in the mercurial mould of someone like Carlos Spencer. He
can rip a game open with his pace and unpredictability but he can also lose a game through a careless disregard for the basics and
a selfish belief in himself as the best player on the park. This can also make him intolerant of those without the special talents he
possesses.
Because Tai’s personality has been so shaped by a sense of competition with his older brother, there are significant and more
generous parts of himself still waiting to see the light of day including a keen sense of injustice, a latent empathy for others and his
under-explored and ambiguous sexuality. If Tai can access and develop these areas of character he may even become the star he
believes he already is.

LIONEL WELLINGTON
Despite only being 19 years old, Lionel Wellington is beginning to build an impressive
series of acting credits. In 2014, his made his debut in the internationally acclaimed

film, The Dark Horse , directed by James Napier Robertson, then going on to appear in
several Māori language series including the long-running kids show Pukana . In 2016,

he joined the cast of Shortland Street as Leroy Raumati, a young runaway who idolises
his cousin, Curtis Hannah.
Since then he’s had roles in international co-production The Gulf , Māori TV series

Funny Whare , the online series Kura and the critically acclaimed improvised comedy
series, Educators .

ARIA O’KANE –

TE AO O HINEPEHINGA RAUNA

Aria (15) is the beloved daughter and youngest child of Vince
and Renee. She has two slightly older brothers: Mana, 17, and
Tai, 16. Aria is also a student at Southdown High School. She
has a wry sense of humour, is quick with a smart comment or
funny observation.
Growing up in a family dominated by the male’s obsession with
rugby has had its plusses and minuses. On the up side, Aria gets to slide under the radar and live a life less burdened with the
expectations placed upon the boys. On the down side, she often feels like an indulged afterthought, yes appreciated, but only
ever after yet another conversation about the merits of beep versus yoyo tests, rugby blah, blah, blah.
Probably as a consequence she has developed a little bit of a loner streak that keeps her at arm’s length from the gaggle and
chatter of the “popular” flocks of girls at school. Which is not to say she is unpopular – just slightly off to the side.
In fact, in many ways, Aria has the space and time and independence to become whatever she wants - if only she knew what that
was. Of course, the vacuum left by Vince’s rugby commitments and Renee’s work hours have deprived her of any significant
parental input on the topic. And because she is so self-sufficient there is a reasonable assumption by Vince and Renee that Aria
will just continue being okay. But every seed needs water and light to grow, and at this pivotal moment in her maturation, Aria is
coming to resent the attention poured onto her two older brothers.
Her choice of sports – platform diving – reflect her desire to be different from the boys but also her growing desire to push
boundaries in order to challenge her own fears (in this case – a fear of heights).
Aria has a secret – which is that she is deeply and seriously in love with Mana’s best friend Christian and he feels the same way.

TE AO O HINEPEHINGA RAUNA
With a Bachelor of Arts in Musical Theatre, from the National Academy of Signing
and Dramatic Art in Christchurch, Te Ao O Hinepehinga has spent many years
treading the boards of stages all around New Zealand and the world, including roles
with the Auckland Theatre Company’s Mythmakers - Mahuika! and the recent Little

Black Bitch by award-winning playwright Jason Te Mete as well as several months
performing with a dance troop in China.
Born and bred in Gisborne, this is Te Ao O Hinepehinga's first screen role.

JESSE ROBERTS –

JOE NAUFAHU

Jesse Roberts is a professional rugby league player nearing
the end of his career. It’s a time of reflection as he faces every
footballer’s ultimate fate – the loss of status, income and
mateship, at an age when most people are only really starting
a life’s vocation. It’s a time when regrets and long unfinished
business have begun to loom large for James. Foremost is the
memory of the abbreviated and messy end to his relationship
with Renee and their two sons, Mana and Tai.
They were young parents and Jesse was ill-equipped to be the solid father and husband Renee needed him to be. He tried in his
own immature way but inevitably used alcohol and drugs to cope with the pressure. He struggled to understand what a good
father was, let alone be one. The last few months together were a merry-go-round of betrayals, arguments and angry make-up
sex until potential salvation arrived in the form of an offer to play League professionally in Sydney. Despite having a young family
in Auckland, Jesse took the offer and never looked back. Yeah, he intended to bring his family over once he was set up, but it
never happened. He got caught up in the glory, the money, the adoration. Jesse loves his own success, and enjoys flashing his
money around, wearing the brands who endorse him with pride. Except, as mentioned, all of that is starting to dry up.
But all is not doom and gloom for Jesse in 2020. He might be slowing down on the league-field, but years of professional sport
have left him with the body of a chiseled Adonis, as well as a few bob in his bank account and a brand he might be able to turn
into a new career. Plus, there are his two sons back in New Zealand … from what he’s hearing, both of them showing real potential
to follow in his footsteps. Jesse thinks that he might be able to take advantage of that.
Jesse is blessed with a smart instinct for people and especially the effect his charismatic presence has on them. Allied with the
Aussie swagger he’s acquired in Sydney, it would be easy to right Jesse off as arrogant, a narcissistic prick - except that he’s not
one. Well, he’s trying not to be one any more, anyway.

JOE NAUFAHU
Joe Naufahu was a professional rugby player, playing locally and internationally, until a
devastating knee injury forced him to reconsider his options. His family suggested he give
acting a try and it wasn’t long before he’d scored his first lead role in the popular New

Zealand series The Market, a television series considered ground breaking for its time. He

went on to gain roles in many television series including Power Rangers, Spartacus, Go Girls,

Auckland Daze and the telefeature The Kick. In 2016 Naufahu won his biggest role to date,

that of Khal Moro in the sixth season of the juggernaut HBO fantasy TV series Game of

Thrones, watched by millions of people around the world.

Naufahu has also starred in several movies including awarding-winning Matariki, The Last

Saint and the international film starring Scarlett Johansson, Ghost in a Shell. He also runs his

own fitness center called Ludus Magnus and is strong advocate for mental health awareness.

GABRIELLE DEERING –
ANDI CROWN

The solo mother of two teenage boys, Christian and Riley,
Gabrielle is unemployed, struggles with addiction issues, she’s
someone who is often dismissed as “white trash”. Born and

raised in poverty and with a reliance on social welfare, Gabrielle
has always felt like one of life’s losers. She sees the injustice,
the haves and the have-nots, but rather than it making her
determined to break the cycle, it just makes her bitter. Gabrielle
has an instinctive aversion to authority. WINZ staff, cops, politicians - she hates them all. Especially cops.
Gabrielle learned long ago that she can’t afford to be proud - she’s fine with taking charity, in fact - she’s fine with taking. She’s a
serial shoplifter and petty thief but you do what you gotta do to get by, right? Where Gabrielle once relied on boyfriends to support
her, she now expects her eldest son Christian to be the man of the house. This is why she’d rather he left school to work full-time
at the local burger place, instead of kicking a rugby ball around. Yeah sure, his coach says he could be an All Black, but Gabrielle has
learned that while dreams are free, they don’t pay the rent. She knows that people like her and her sons - they’re never going to be
life’s winners. She’s accepted that and it would be a lot less painful if her boys did the same.
Trouble follows Gabrielle - she is constantly getting her benefit cut, getting arrested, forgetting to pay bills, or ending up on a two
day bender when she only meant to go to the dairy for some smokes. It’s just that the temptation to take a break from the harsh
grind of a life, often overrides any motherly instinct. She’s only vaguely aware that the boys are eating at another family’s house
every night.
It might not look like it, but the truth is that Gabrielle desperately loves both of her sons and feels like she has let them both
down badly. She remembers happier times when they were little and she had big dreams, she looked forward to their futures, and
imagined that she could give them a better upbringing than the one she had. But life stomped on those fantasies, and if she were
to think too hard about the kind of reality her boys have ended up existing in, it would break her heart. So instead, she hardens it,
and numbs the pain with alcohol and whatever substance she can lay her hands on. She chooses escape.

ANDI CROWN
Andi Crown is a talented photographer and actress with an extensive list of acting
credits to her name, both on stage and screen.
Her theatre credits include the award-winning August: Osage County with the Auckland
Theatre Company, Much Ado About Nothing with Summer Shakespeare and the

critically acclaimed 2018 show Burn Her.

She’s appeared in two seasons of the web series Awkward Love and has had major

guest roles in Super City, Shortland Street, Go Girls, The Brokenwood Mysteries and

Wellington Paranormal. She’ll also be seen in the new series of the critically acclaimed
Educators which will screen in 2020.

CHRISTIAN DEERING –
BYRON REPIA

Christian, 17, is the skilful 1st five-eighth of the Southdown High
School 1st XV. He is the oldest son of wayward, unreliable solomum Gabrielle Deering and older brother of troubled Riley
Deering.
Growing up poor in South Auckland can be tough unless, like
Christian, you’re really good at rugby. Having a best mate like
Mana Roberts and open access to the support of Mana’s well-balanced family also helps.
Like many boys in his neighbourhood, Christian has grown up without a father and Christian’s mother, Gabrielle, has lent heavily on
him to be ‘the-man-of-the-house’. Having part-time jobs, bringing up his brother, coping with his Mum’s drinking and petty crime
has robbed Christian of his childhood but it has also made him resilient and mature.
The freedom he used to feel when playing rugby was his one real joy, but even that has become tempered by the weight of
captaincy and his mother’s expectation he will soon give it up to get a full-time job to deal to the family’s bills. No wonder then
that the blossoming of a secret relationship with Mana’s younger sister Aria, has quickly come to mean so much more to Christian –
a hidden release from all the expectation and pressure of being a golden-child who has succeeded despite adversity.

BYRON REPIA
A talented rugby player in his own right, Byron Repia was working towards a coveted
position in the Northland Representative Rugby team, with the hopes of making
higher teams, when a series of head knocks put an end to his dreams of a professional
rugby career.
A talented theatre actor during high school, Byron had pushed pause on his acting
whilst focusing on rugby, but when doctors told him he should no longer play, he
turned his attention back to treading the boards as something therapeutic to focus on
while recovering. It wasn’t long before he secured an agent and moved to Auckland to
pursue an acting career.
His first role was a guest appearance in the international series The Shannara

Chronicles . He’s recently had a guest role on Shortland Street playing troublemaker

Jordan Larson. In 2020 alongside his role in Head High , Byron will also appear in the
new series of th comedy show Educators .

RILEY DEERING –

BROOKLYN NATHAN

Riley (15) is the youngest son of solo mother Gabrielle. With
his older brother Christian, he’s a student at the local school,
Southdown High. Although it’s a decile 2 school and most of
the families aren’t well off, Riley is aware that for the Deerings,
it’s a different level of poverty. They are currently living in a
garage, all three of them. And, whatever money his mum does
get, she wastes on pills or whatever she can find to get her high.
His mum is totally useless, if she’s not off her face, she’s regretful and crying. Riley and Christian are used to mopping up her tears,
lying to her that it’ll all be okay. It’s not a great life, to be honest.
Fortunately Riley’s brother Christian is best friends with the rugby coach’s son, and so the two of them get to spend most mealtimes around there, getting fed.
Riley looks forward to dinner with the O’Kanes more than anything else in his life. Not just because of the food, and feeling part of
a family, but because he’s secretly in love with Aria O’Kane, who is also in his class at school. But Riley has never told anyone; he
knows he’s not worthy of attention from a girl like Aria. He’s just a scrawny kid who lives in a garage with his druggie mum and his
older, better-looking brother.
Riley has always felt like Christian is better than him. He has more friends, he’s the captain of the rugby team at school which means
that people respect him. But the thing that hurts the most…is that Riley can see that their mum loves Christian more. She even says
it when she’s drunk enough. She tells Riley that he looks too much like his loser dad and she doesn’t want to see his face. Shit,
that hurts. So, whenever he can be, Riley is out on the streets, hanging around with the other losers from school, working on his
tagging. Or - when no-one else is around - day-dreaming about living happily ever-after with Aria, in a proper house, with actual
food – and people who love him.

BROOKLYN NATHAN
Brooklyn Nathan is a talented performer, songwriter, musician and actor.
His first acting experience was in the award-winning series The Brokenwood Mysteries,
which is screened in 18 territories worldwide. He’s also recently appeared in the
international series The Deadlands.

Brooklyn’s love of music started at a young age and he’s now released several original
recordings on Spotify and has a strong following for his musical covers on Instagram.
You can follow him @brooklynnathan to hear more.

THE COMPANY &
PRODUCTION TEAM
SOUTH PACIFIC PICTURES
South Pacific Pictures is New Zealand’s largest production company with an international reputation for producing world-class
television and film.
The company is in its 31st year of operation and to date has produced more than 5500 hours of programming. South Pacific

Pictures’ cornerstone production is the primetime nightly serial drama Shortland Street , which celebrated 25 years on air in New
Zealand in May 2017.
The current production slate includes a sixth series of Westside, The Sounds, a drama series for Acorn TV, CBC and Sky NZ, a

seventh series of The Brokenwood Mysteries, and second series for both Educators and Mean Mums . Past productions include The

Bad Seed , 800 Words, Step Dave, Forensics NZ , Nothing Trivial, The Blue Rose, The Almighty Johnsons and Outrageous Fortune .

Outrageous Fortune cemented its position as New Zealand’s standout drama series from 2005-2010. The award-winning and

critically acclaimed show has sold into Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and across Europe. The Outrageous Fortune format
has also been licensed to the USA and the UK for local adaptations.
South Pacific Picture’s most recent feature film was White Lies, based Witi Ihimaera’s short tale ‘The Medicine Woman’, which

screened in New Zealand cinemas from June 2013. The film premiered in the US in January 2014 and was submitted as the official
New Zealand entry for consideration for Best Foreign Language film at the 86th Academy Awards.
South Pacific Pictures’ other feature film highlights include Sione’s 2: Unfinished Business , the highest grossing New Zealand film of

2012 and, like its predecessor Sione’s Wedding , rates in the top 10 New Zealand films at the New Zealand box-office, and the 2002
Academy Award nominated film Whale Rider , starring Keisha Castle-Hughes.

RACHEL JEAN –

PRODUCER

As Head of Development for South Pacific Pictures, Rachel oversees development

of all South Pacific Pictures’ dramas, including Westside for Three, The Brokenwood

Mysteries for Prime, The Bad Seed for TVNZ 1 and the award-winning comedy

drama series 800 Words , featuring Erik Thomson, for the Seven Network in
Australia.

As well, Rachel is executive producer for Word Up for TVNZ 1 and the factual

series Forensics NZ , a 10 x 1 hour documentary series for Prime which screened to
critical acclaim and excellent ratings in mid-2016 and a second series in 2018. Most
recently Rachel has returned to her producing roots to launch a variety of shows;

Educators for TVNZ On Demand and Mean Mums and Head High for THREE.

Prior to 2013, Rachel spent five years as Head of Drama and Comedy Commissioning at Three. During this period she was network

executive for the launch of the channel’s Friday night comedy series line-up, commissioning shows like 7 Days, Jono and Ben at Ten,

Super City, Hounds, Sunny Skies, AotearoHA Specials and the Comedy Gala. She also looked after the last two series of

Outrageous Fortune and launched many local drama series like The Almighty Johnsons, The Blue Rose, Hope & Wire, Underbelly

NZ and Harry.

Rachel began her drama career line-producing high quality one-hour dramas for TVNZ1 - including Niki Caro’s Plain Tastes which
was formative in Caro’s (Whale Rider, Vintner’s Luck) directing career - as well as being associate producer on Caro’s first feature

Memory & Desire .

Rachel went on to produce one-off narratives like the comedyLove Mus sel and two series of the popular youth television drama

series Secret Agent Men (26 half-hour episodes), winner of Best Children’s Programme Qantas TV Awards 2005 for Three, and
under her own production company the critically acclaimed 13 episode drama series The Market for TVNZ 2 and the NZOA

innovation series Ride with the Devil (6 half-hour episodes of drama) both finalists for Best Drama Programme at the Film & TV
Awards as well as many other categories.

TIM WORRALL –
HEAD WRITER/ DIRECTOR

Tim Worrall (Ngai Tūhoe) was born in 1964 and grew up in Devonport, Auckland.
Since completing a Fine Arts degree at Elam, University of Auckland, in 1989 he
has worked as an artist, designer, tohunga tā moko, director, screen writer and
consultant. His primary inspiration has been his Tūhoe heritage, having moved
back to Waimana and the Eastern Bay of Plenty in 1990. Projects there included:
a number of large public carvings and paintings in the Eastern Bay of Plenty;
the creation of flags for Ngai Tūhoe and Ngāti Awa; redesigning the Whakatane
Museum; a variety of community and iwi graphic design work; various exhibitions
of carving and painting; stone and bone jewelry; marae restoration; and the
establishment of a Tūhoe Artists Collective.
Through the later part of the 90s and the early 00s he focused his energy primarily on tā moko, working out of the Tūhoe Embassy
in Taneatua. A signature piece of moko work on relation Taurewa Biddle has become one of the most photographed and shared
examples of contemporary tā moko.
In 2005, while working on the Māori economic summit Hui Taumata, Tim struck up a successful design collaboration with
Wellington firm DNA. He has gone on to work with them on branding projects for: the 2014 IRB Junior World Championship; the
Childcare Association of New Zealand; Team All Blacks; and the 2017 British and Irish Lions Series. In 2011, Tim was engaged by
international events company DAE on the core creative team of the Opening Ceremony of the 2011 Rugby World Cup.
In 2007, Tim returned to an old art school interest in film and completed an MA in Scriptwriting at Victoria University where he won
the Michael Hirschfeld Project Scholarship Prize and the Tu Horomata Scholarship. He has worked as a writer, director or Māori
consultant on a number of productions including: Pukana, Shortland Street, Jackson’s Wharf, Whalerider, Radiradirah, Kairakau,

Only in Aotearoa, and This is Piki. He is also a member of the Steambox Films collective with whom he has directed the award

winning short films: The Road to Whakarae, Tits on a Bull, Meke and Koutuku Rerenga Rua. Recently he spent time as a Director
Intern on AMC series The Deadlands.

Tim has also been chairman of his marae, Tauanui, in Waimana and currently lives in Rotorua with wife Taria Tahana and their two
sons - Tiki and Tanu.

KATE MCDERMOTT –
CO-CREATOR/ HEAD WRITER

Creator/Head Writer Kate has nearly twenty years’ experience as a storyliner, script
writer, script editor and head writer.
Kate was the creator of and head writer for TVNZ 2’s popular comedy-drama Step

Dave, the second series of which screened in 2015 and the format of which has

been picked up by Will and Grace star Sean Hayes and his production company,
Hazy Mills, for NBC.
She has also been a storyliner and writer on all three series of Australia’s high-

rating comedy drama 800 Words and became head writer and showrunner on the
third series.
She is an accomplished writer and storyliner and has worked on many of South Pacific Pictures recent productions, including all
5 series of the Outrageous Fortune prequel, Westside. Kate was also part of the story team for Nothing Trivial Series 1 – 3 and

telefeature and all series 5 of the warm, funny comedy-drama Go Girls. Kate acted as head writer and script editor for series 2 and

has written or co-written, 23 scripts across all five series. Kate wrote a telefeature, based on the novel by Witi Ihimaera, Nights In

the Garden of Spain, which screened on TV One in 2011.

In 2008, Kate wrote the acclaimed short film This Is Her, which has won numerous awards, including Best Comedy Short at the 2009
Aspen Shortsfest, USA, audience awards at the 2009 Hamptons International Film Festival and the 2008 Prague International Short
Film Festival, and featuring in the 2009 Sundance Film Festival and 2008 New York Film Festival.
Kate has also written scripts for the award-winning TV3 drama series Outrageous Fortune (series 2, 3, 4 and 5), TVNZ 2’s Ride With

the Devil, and was a storyliner on Burying Brian, which screened on TV One. Kate was script consultant on The Market and has also

written scripts for Jackson’s Wharf, Mercy Peak (series 2 and 3) and the second series of Being Eve, as well as acting as script editor
on that teen series.
Kate joined South Pacific Pictures’ Shortland Street serial as a storyliner and writer more than fifteen years ago, and worked for that
production as both a script editor and story editor, as well as writing numerous scripts.

AWANUI SIMICH PENE –

DIRECTOR

Of Māori, Croatian and Belgian descent, Awanui Simich-Pene grew up in the far
North. In 2003 her studies in Māori and sociology at Auckland University were
swapped for a Unitec degree in writing and directing.
Experience in front of the camera (including as the scheming Rima on reality parody

Living the Dream ) and behind it (as a script supervisor) led to directing gigs on a

run of shows; from Riwia Brown-penned domestic drama Irirangi Bay , to bilingual
kids show Pūkana and comedy Find Me a Māori Bride . In 2017 Simich-Pene

was a director on anthology feature Waru , as one of eight Māori wahine

filmmakers. She is also currently working as a director on the third season of

Ahikāroa for Māori Television.

DAMON FEPULEA’I –
DIRECTOR

Samoan Kiwi Writer, Director and Editor Damon Fepulea’i's debut short —
Watermark — was invited to 20 international festivals, including Rotterdam and
Locarno. By then he had won an achievement award during film studies at Unitec,
and edited a wide range of projects.
Fepulea’i has gone on to write and direct short film Karma, and many shorts in the
48Hour Film Festival. Damon has been a finalist in every year he has entered and
has won the Peter Jackson ‘wildcard’ award multiple times. His collaborations for
this were with a majority Pacifica team, under the name The Goodfellas. (Their
work can be seen on Coconet.tv).
Fepulea’i also directed multiple episodes of South Auckland-set drama The Market.
Over his career Damon has developed a strong understanding of scripted comedy
through the many segments of Jono’s New Show, Jono and Ben, Funny Girls and
sketch for Coconet.tv. His most recent comedy was writing and directing one of
the Comedy Pilots for Three, Mangere Vice and directing the comedy series Mean
Mums, also for Three.
Damon has also directed multiple one hour documentaries, the latest being
Forensics NZ, South Pacific Pictures’ factual series exploring the world of forensic
science in solving real crimes from New Zealand. Other highlights include winning
Best Children’s Show for Play It Strange. Damon directed two of these one hour
documentaries which included directing 10 music videos. Some other highlights
include directing the Pasifika doco Dawn Raids, Life Death and a Lung Transplant,
Alien Investigation, Deadly Business and Extraordinary Kiwis – A Thousand Words.

SALLY CAMPBELL –
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Sally Campbell has a 25 year history as a Producer, Line Producer, Executive
Producer, Production Manager and Production Accountant. In 1991 Sally started

out as a Production Accountant on the iconic NZ feature film The End of the Golden

Weather and for the TV show Ray Bradbury Theatre IV.

These and many other projects led to a long standing tenure as an Executive with
South Pacific Pictures, covering roles as a Production Manager and Line Producer
on productions such as Citylife and Plain Clothes. She is currently the Head of

Production for South Pacific Pictures and has previously been an Executive Producer

for Shortland Street, Mercy Peak, Mataku and Being Eve.

From 2004 to 2009 Sally produced Power Rangers (for Disney/ABC cable networks group in the USA). From 2009-2010 Sally

produced Legend of the Seeker season 2 (also for Disney/ABC cable networks group in the USA). Her latest credits include the

remake of Evil Dead (2013), the locally produced Sam Raimi, Rob Tapert & Bruce Campbell film which grossed US$100m worldwide.

She's also produced three series of successful murder-mystery series The Brokenwood Mysteries, which broadcast in 18 territories
worldwide.

ANDREW SZUSTERMAN –
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Andrew Szusterman started his career as radio DJ, spending five years with ZMFM,
before he became the station’s Music Director, and helped launch the ZM brand
nationwide. In 1999 Szusterman headed offshore, where he rose up the ranks
at MTV UK and Ireland, to become Head of Music at the channel from 2000 to
2002. On returning home he was appointed Programme Director for radio station
Channel Z (later Kiwi FM).
In 2003 Szusterman took his talents for curating content for young audiences,
and applied them to television. Alongside station manager Suzanne Wilson, he
established MediaWorks’ free-to-air music channel C4. He remained in the role until
2008, then became MediaWorks’ Associate Director of Programming for TV3 and C4.
In 2011 he served as Group Programme Director for the group, with responsibility for MediaWorks Radio. During this period he

was also the network executive on MediaWorks hit NZ’s Next Top Model, and was an executive producer on both seasons of The X

Factor. In 2014 Szusterman was appointed Chief Content Officer for MediaWorks TV, responsible for programming content across

MediaWorks’ TV radio and digital platform. Szusterman joined South Pacific Pictures as Managing Director in February 2020.

KELLY MARTIN –
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Kelly Martin is CEO of South Pacific Pictures, New Zealand’s leading film and
television production company. Kelly has over 20 years of experience in New
Zealand television, having worked at both the major networks of TVNZ and
Mediaworks Three where she managed international acquisition and oversaw local
production strategy and commissioning.
Some of the local productions she is most proud of bringing to the screen include

Outrageous Fortune, The Almighty Johnsons, The Strip, What’s Really in Our Food?,
The Secret Life of Dancers, Missing Pieces, numerous Inside NZ documentaries.
She also developed the channel’s very successful comedy strategy – which started
with bro’Town and has included The Jaquie Brown Diaries, Pulp Sport, Hounds,

WannaBen, Seven Days, Jono and Ben at Ten, Golden, various AotearoHa specials and The Comedy Gala.

Since joining South Pacific Pictures in 2012, Kelly has worked as the Executive Producer of the top rated weeknight drama serial

Shortland Street, TVNZ 2’s Step Dave, TVNZ 1’s Nothing Trivial and The Bad Seed, TVNZ ONDemand’s Educators, Three’s Westside
and Mean Mums, The Brokenwood Mysteries for Prime TV. She's also worked as an Executive Producer on several international
co-productions; 800 Words, a co-production from South Pacific Pictures and the Seven Network in Australia and The Sounds, a
co-production with Shaftesbury in Canada for the Canadian Broadcasting Company and Acorn TV.

Kelly held the position of President of WIFT (Women in Film & Television) for five years and remains the board and is an executive
of SPADA (Screen Production and Development Association).

